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OVO 8

March 1991.  16 pages, 8.5 inches by 5.5 inches.  Black and white photocopy.
“At every turn in its thought, society will find us waiting.”

Publisher/Editor: Trevor Blake

About OVO
OVO is a magazine published on an irregular basis introducing new works to the public domain.  Issues are available
in electronic form free of charge, printed editions at a nominal fee.  Complete information on subscriptions, back
issues, limited editions, errata, books and more is available on the Internet or by sending a send a self-addressed
stamped envelope.  See below for address.

Inquiries
Send a self-addressed stamped envelope for contributor's guidelines.  Unsolicited manuscripts not accompanied by
a self-addressed stamped envelope will not be returned.  Unsolicited manuscripts addressed to OVO will be
considered submissions for publication unless expressly stated otherwise.  Publication in OVO does not necessarily
constitute an endorsement by Trevor Blake or other contributors; the opinions expressed by contributors are those
of the contributors alone.  All inquiries should be sent to OVO at address listed below.  No one besides editor and
publisher Trevor Blake speaks on behalf of OVO.

Public Domain
The person or persons who have associated their work with this document (the "Dedicators") hereby dedicate the
entire copyright in the work of authorship identified below (the "Work") to the public domain.  Dedicators make this
dedication for the benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of the Dedicators' heirs and successors.
Dedicators intend this dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights
under copyright law, whether vested or contingent, in the Work. Dedicators understand that such relinquishment of
all rights includes the relinquishment of all rights to enforce (by lawsuit or otherwise) those copyrights in the Work.
Dedicators recognize that, once placed in the public domain, the Work may be freely reproduced, distributed,
transmitted, used, modified, built upon, or otherwise exploited by anyone for any purpose, commercial or non-
commercial, and in any way, including by methods that have not yet been invented or conceived.

Contact
Trevor Blake
P. O. Box 2321
Portland OR 97208-2321 USA
http://www.ovo127.com/
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Annotations
OVO 8 was first published in 1991.  The information on page two is accurate but it is
unlikely that any of the addresses seen elsewhere in this issue are still valid.

ovo0801 - Cover.  This manipulated image of a crop circle appeared eleven years before M. Night
Shyamalan's film Signs.

Satellite – Specimen sheet of the lost Satellite font for the Commodore 64.  Not in the original printing of
OVO 8 but circa that time.

ovo0802 and ovo0803 – Where's OVO?  I had a strong if mistaken sense that OVO needed to be 'for' or
'about' something,  and I thought that others shared this feeling.  OVOfile was to be a placeholder until I
produced a more worthy issue, but in the end I was the only one really paying attention.  OVO is again
described as a collection of loose leaf pages to be bound and amended by the reader.  The free downloads
at our Web site make this possible, over ten years later.

ovo0804 through ovo0809 – My Struggle.  This is the only known review of Mark Mothersbaugh's book
My Struggle.

ovo0810 – Contacts.
ovo0811 – Advertisements.  The only published example of the Satellite font.
ovo0812 through ovo0815 – Catalogue.  This catalogue states that some issues of OVO would not be

reprinted; clearly, they have.  The 'Heretics Second Guide to the Bible' became 'A Call to Heresy,' and was
posted on a BBS in the late 1980s/early 1990s. Image on ovo0814 was reprinted in Mike Gunderloy's
book The World of Zines (Penguin Books, 1992, page 9).  That image and the image on on ovo0815 were
produced on the Commodore 64 computer.

ovo0816 – Back Cover.  This copy kindly donated by the recipient for this project.
TTF – Cover to issue one of The Tennessee File.  This cover printed May 1989, 4 pages, 8.5 inches by 5.5

inches.  Second issue October 1989, one hundred copies, 12 pages, 8.5 inches by 7 inches.  A short lived
anarchist pen-pal club for prisoners.

RST – Cover to an edition of Revolutionary Self Theory by Raul Vanageim.  All editions 12 pages,  8.5
inches by 5.5 inches.  May 1990, June 1990, March 1991.
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